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Abstract

Using new palaeomagnetic and biostratigraphic data, we revise the age-model for the middle Eocene, deep-marine, Aínsa Basin (Spanish Pyrenees), a tectonically active basin formed at a convergent-plate margin. This new age model provides a framework for evaluating the depositional history and sediment accumulation rates. New integrated magneto- and biostratigraphy data identifies two normal and two reverse chrons of the geomagnetic polarity timescale (C21r, C21n, C20r, C20n) and place these Upper Hecho Group deposits in the middle Eocene (Lutetian). Nannofossil analysis identifies a biostratigraphic range from Subzone NP14b in the Gerbe System to Subzone NP15b at the top of the Aínsa System using key, age-diagnostic marker species such as Blackites inflatus, Blackites piriformis and Coccolithus gigas. We also present new nannofossil biostratigraphy from the Lower Hecho Group. This new Aínsa Basin chronostratigraphy enables inter-basinal correlations between the proximal fluvio-deltaic Tremp-Graus Basin and the more distal Jaca Basin, thereby providing a better understanding of the basin evolution.

A robust age-model is a prerequisite for understanding the interplay of tectonic, climatic and autocyclic processes in controlling stratigraphic architecture, and resolving source to sink
configurations in deep time (e.g., Cecil, 2003; Allen, 2008; Romans et al., 2016; Matengo and Haq, 2020).

Through the integration of new palaeomagnetic and biostratigraphic data, we refine the existing age model of Scotchman et al. (2015) for the middle Eocene Hecho Group deposits of the deep-marine Aínsa Basin (Spanish Pyrenees), which was a tectonically active basin that formed at convergent-plate margin (Pickering and Cantalejo, 2015, and references therein). The Middle Eocene stratigraphy of the Pyrenees and adjoining areas is one of the best natural laboratories worldwide for understanding a connected sedimentary system from terrestrial, through shelf and submarine slope, to deep-marine environments in a tectonically-active basin. The Aínsa Basin occupies a critical position within the source-to-sink system, between the non-marine, marginal-marine and shallow-marine environments that acted as the sediment supply and transfer areas for sediment-transfer processes into the deep-marine environments of the Aínsa Basin, and the more distal Jaca and Pamplona basinal sinks.

There are few published chronostratigraphic studies based on the deep-marine sediments of the Aínsa Basin. Some of these studies are limited to a specific stratigraphic interval, e.g., biostratigraphy studies restricted to the Aínsa submarine-fan and related system undertaken by Pickering and Corregidor (2005), and in the Guaso System by Sutcliffe and Pickering (2009). The most complete study is that of Scotchman et al. (2015), based on calcareous nannofossil and larger benthic foraminifera age determination through ~2 km of Upper Hecho Group stratigraphy. Previous magnetostratigraphic work has been undertaken in shallow-marine sediments around the margins of the basin (e.g., Mochales et al.,2012a, b in the Boltaña Anticline, Holl and Anastasio,1993 in the Mediano Anticline), with a synthesis and new measurements by Muñoz et al. (2013).

The deep-marine environments of the Aínsa Basin represent slope, base-of-slope and proximal basin-floor sediments (Pickering and Cantalejo, 2015, and references therein) linked to the proximal fluvi-deltaic Tremp Basin to the east and the more distal deep-marine Jaca basin to the west (Figure 1). Intra-basinal regional correlations have been attempted between the Tremp and Aínsa basins (Serra-Kiel et al., 1994; Bentham and Burbank, 1996; Nijman, 1998; Das Gupta and Pickering, 2008) and between the Aínsa and Jaca basins (Labaume et al., 1985; Payros et al., 1999; Oms et al., 2003). However, some correlations have proved to be controversial and contradictory, as discussed below. Inter-basinal correlations are also complicated by the lack of consensus on lithostratigraphic nomenclature used for the various
formation names. In addition, the Aínsa and Jaca basins are separated by the Boltaña Anticline across which Hecho Group sediments are not represented, making it considerably more difficult to establish correlations across these two basin-fills (cf. Das Gupta and Pickering, 2008; Caja et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2017).

Fig. 1. Schematic geological map of the Pyrenees showing the position of the Aínsa Basin and the main tectonic structures. NPFT = North Pyrenean Frontal Thrust; NPF = North Pyrenean Fault; SPFT = South Pyrenean Frontal Thrust; SCPU = South-Central Pyrenean Unit (modified after Vergés et al. 2002).

The main aim of this paper is to provide an integrated magneto- and biostratigraphically constrained high-resolution age model for the Aínsa Basin. This new age model: (i) presents new magnetostratigraphy in the basin to help tie the magnetostratigraphic work of Mochales et al. (2012a), Holl and Anastasio (1993) in the sediments of the Boltaña and Mediano basin flank anticlines, respectively, and also integrate the work by Muñoz et al. (2013), to the Aínsa Basin stratigraphy, (ii) provides new micropalaeontological observations across the entire
basin deep-marine stratigraphy and incorporates the previously published biostratigraphic work of Scotchman et al. (2015) in the Upper Hecho Group, and (iii) proposes new correlations with updip (Tremp) and downdip (Jaca) stratigraphy to refine the source-to-sink configurations.

The age model presented constitutes a time framework to its companion manuscript (Cantalejo et al. in review) where we investigate the role of climate change versus tectonics in modulating coarse-grained sediment flux to the basin. This manuscript discusses the temporal span of deep-marine channel and related depositional systems, and demonstrates the complex nature of drivers on deep-marine sandy fans in a tectonically-active basin.

**Geological setting**

The Aínsa Basin is located in the western part of the South Central Pyrenean Unit (SCPU) within the South Pyrenean Thrust System (Fernández et al., 2012). It initially developed as a foreland basin during the Ypresian-Lutetian, due to flexural subsidence caused by the advancement of the Montsec-Cotiella thrust sheet (Dreyer et al., 1999). In the middle Lutetian and Bartonian, thrust sheets propagated westwards towards the foreland and a number of north-south trending anticlines and synclines developed in the basin (Muñoz et al., 1998; Fernández et al., 2004; Muñoz et al., 2013). The Boltaña and Mediano anticlines define the western and eastern sides of the Aínsa Basin, respectively.

Palaeomagnetic studies of the Gavarnie thrust sheet by Muñoz et al. (2013) suggest regional clockwise rotations of up to 80° in sediments throughout the Lutetian with a decreasing amount of rotation. Rotation in the Aínsa Basin area was coeval with the formation of 3-km in length N–S trending anticlines (Mediano, Añisclo and Boltaña anticlines), and with the growth of extensional faults in the Montsec thrust sheet (Muñoz et al., 2013). Such growth structures during deposition of the deep-marine sediments show the importance of synsedimentary tectonics in controlling basin configuration both prior to, and during, deposition. Thus, although important synsedimentary seafloor growth structures have been identified in the area of the Mediano, Añisclo and Boltaña anticlines, and associated synclines (Puigdefábregas, 1975; Holl and Anastasio, 1993; Muñoz et al., 1994; Poblet et al., 1998; Dreyer et al., 1999; Pickering and Corregidor, 2000, 2005; Fernández et al., 2004; Mochales et al., 2012a, b; Fernández et al., 2012; Muñoz et al. 2013; Bayliss and Pickering, 2015a, b; Pickering et al., 2015), the present orientation of these tectonic features most likely
developed obliquely to the orientation of the seafloor topographic ridges that were growing during sedimentation.

The infill of the Aínsa Basin consists of ~4 km of deep-marine structurally-confined, syntectonic, delta-fed lower basin-slope and base-of-slope clastic depositional systems that accumulated during the Ypresian and the Lutetian stages of the Eocene (Figure 2) (Barnolas and Teixell, 1994; Remacha and Fernández, 2003; Fernández et al., 2004; Pickering and Corregidor, 2005; Pickering and Bayliss, 2009). These sediments constitute the Hecho Group, defined by Mutti et al. (1972) as comprising all the syntectonic Eocene sediment gravity-flow (SGF) and pelagic/hemipelagic deposits of the south-central Pyrenees that accumulated from the early Ypresian (Remacha et al., 1998) to the late Lutetian/early Bartonian (Oms et al., 2003). The deposits consist of a succession of mudstones (commonly marlstones) and coarser-grained sandbodies. The mudstones are characterised by thick intervals (up to several hundred metres thick) of thin-bedded laminated siltstones and marlstones that constitute both interfan and fan lateral-margin facies (Pickering and Corregidor, 2005; Pickering and Bayliss, 2009). Eight sand-rich, deep-marine systems have been recognised, from the oldest: Fosado, Los Molinos, Arro, Gerbe, Banastón, Aínsa, Morillo and Guaso (Pickering and Corregidor, 2005). Each of these systems contains two to six sandbodies interpreted as sand-prone channelised submarine fans and related deposits (Pickering and Corregidor, 2005; Pickering and Bayliss, 2009).
**Fig. 2.** Stratigraphy of the Aínsa Basin in the context of the Gavarnie thrust sheet, modified from Muñoz et al. (2013). Lithostratigraphic units: Es = Escanilla; Bu = Buil; So, Sobrarbe; Gu = Guara; Gr, Grustán; Pa = Pano; Cp = Capella; Pr = Perarrúa; Cm = Campanué; Cst = Castissent; SM = Santa Marina; Cg = Castigaleu; Ro = Roda; Yb = Yeba; Ri = Riguala; Me = Metils; Mi = Millaris; Al = Alveolina limestone. SV1-2. Hecho Group deep-marine siliciclastic systems (= San Vicente Formation of Muñoz et al. (2013)). Horizons: O = Olsón; EL = Escanilla limestone; SB = Santa Bárbara; SP = San Pedro; SL = San Lino; M = Morillo limestone; A = Ascaso; LP = La Puebla. Thrust sheets: C = Cotiella; M = Montsec; PM = Peña Montañesa; B and G = Bielsa and Guarga; LF = La Fueba thrust system. Unconformities: AT = L’Atiart; CL = Charo-Lascorz. Litho- and chronostratigraphic information compiled from Bentham (1992), Bentham and Burbank (1996), Barnolas and Gil-Peña (2001), López-Blanco et al. (2003), Mochales et al. (2012a), Rodríguez-Pintó et al. (2012), and Serra-Kiel et al. (1994). Eocene timescale from Gradstein et al. (2012). SBZ biozones calibration to the time scale integrates data from Costa et al. (2013) and Rodríguez-Pintó et al. (2012). A prominent basin-wide m-scale black mudstone/claysone likely is the LLTM Late Lutetian Thermal Maximum dated at 41.52 Ma (cf. Westerhold et al. 2018).
Methodology

Magnetostratigraphy

Samples were collected at 10 m intervals over ~2 km of stratigraphy in order to achieve sufficient resolution to capture every polarity reversal. The average sediment accumulation rates (SARs) for the interfan fine-grained sediments in the Upper Hecho Group in the Aínsa Basin has been estimated to be between 24 and 50 cm/kyr with an average of 30 cm/kyr (Cantalejo and Pickering, 2015). The sampling interval must span an interval of time >10 kyr to average out secular variation. Even for the upper SAR estimate of 50 cm/kyr sampling, this sampling interval is more than sufficient to meet this criterion.

Five fine-grained continuously-exposed sections were selected throughout the basin to provide a composite section that incorporates the Gerbe, Banastón, Aínsa, Morillo and Guaso systems (Figure 3). There is some stratigraphic overlap between these sections to ensure that the entire interval was sampled, but the degree of overlap is difficult to quantify because of the lateral variability of the sandbodies and interfan successions. Supplementary material 1 shows aerial photographs for each of the sections sampled.
Fig. 3. Geological map of the Aínsa Basin showing the five palaeomagnetic sampling locations. In stratigraphic order, from older to younger, these sections are: Gerbe, Labuerda, Boltaña, Forcaz and Aínsa. New sampling for biostratigraphic analysis was taken every 10 m in all sections with the exception of the Aínsa section that is fully sampled in the Scotchman et al. (2015) study. The map also shows 10 additional sample sites completed in the highly deformed Lower Hecho Group (FO1-FO10) to complement previous sampling and to complete the age model of the entire Aínsa Basin stratigraphy.

Samples were collected mainly using 25 mm-diameter cores collected in the field and oriented in situ. A hand sampling technique was used at sites that were difficult to access with steep slopes that lacked a nearby water source needed to operate the drill. Approximately two to three samples were collected per site. Hand samples were oriented using a compass clinometer. Due to size constraints, only two samples were collected per site using the hand sampling technique. The natural remnant magnetism (NRM) was measured on 415 samples of siltstones and very fine-grained sandstone turbidites (Supplementary material 2). Samples were then demagnetised using Alternating Field (AF) and/or thermal demagnetisation. Stepwise AF demagnetisation was undertaken using a 2-G Enterprises DC-SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) cryogenic magnetometer in a magnetically-shielded laboratory at the Palaeomagnetic Laboratory at Oxford University. In order to remove any secondary NRM components, the samples were exposed in a stepwise manner with field strengths from 3 mT to progressively higher peak fields up to 100 mT. Thermal demagnetisation was used to demagnetise any magnetite or haematite present in the samples. The samples were heated rapidly at a rate of 30°C/min until a temperature of ~30°C below the desired peak temperature was achieved. Then, the samples were progressively heated at a slower rate of 10°C/min until reaching the peak temperature. This temperature was maintained for ~45 min and then the samples were cooled rapidly until they could be handled. Most of the samples were demagnetised through ~350°C. Samples were systematically rotated within the furnace to minimise laboratory acquired secondary NMR. The field orientation of the samples was corrected by inserting the strike and dip into the 2G Magnetometer software and by applying a tectonic correction factor. The data was analysed using a Super-IAPD2000. Anomalous peaks in magnetic intensities were removed from the sample paths.

PuffinPlot (Lurcock and Wilson, 2012) was used to fit lines to all data and Super-IAPD2000 (Torsvik et al., 2000) used to create stereoplots and carry out reliability tests. The quality of
the data was evaluated by using three classification categories, designated from highest to lowest quality, A, B and C (Figure 4). Category A included all samples that possess MAD (Mean Angle of Deviation) \(<15–20^\circ\) and therefore showed a clear polarity and an obvious natural remnant magnetism. Category B showed a more chaotic demagnetisation trend but the general sense of polarity of the sample was still clear. It is likely that the generally low intensity magnetisation of the rock (NRM averaged values = 0.588 mA/m for the older systems (Gerbe, Banástón and Aínsa) and 0.32 mA/m in the younger systems (Morillo and Guaso) was responsible for these more chaotic trends. The weaker magnetic signals recorded by younger depositional systems may be the result of lower natural magnetic mineral delivery, perhaps due to a change of sediment source with lower magnetic mineral content. Dilution of the igneous pluton source of SGF deposit material (Das Gupta and Pickering, 2008: quartz grain provenance) could explain magnetic weakening up-section. Category C samples showed very chaotic demagnetisation trends, which prevented the visualisation of the polarity of the sample. The polarity of these samples was inferred from demagnetisation trends of other samples from the same site (repeats) or from samples immediately above or below the sampling site. 72% of the data is of sufficient quality to use in constraint of polarities (Class A and B). Data appear to be of better quality in older stratigraphic horizons. Most repeat analyses showed similar trends to the original sample, making the interpretation of the results very consistent.
**Fig. 4.** Z-plots showing the three demagnetisation trend categories. The filled blue symbols show the magnitude and direction of the vectors in the horizontal plane (declination) and the open symbols show the magnitude and direction of the vector in the vertical plane (inclination). (A) Sample BO 5A of the Boltaña section showing a demagnetisation trend of category A. There is a clear demagnetisation trend indicating reverse polarity. (B) Sample GE 7A of the Gerbe section showing a demagnetisation trend of category B. Although the demagnetisation trend is more chaotic, the sample clearly shows a normal polarity. (C) Sample AR 4B1 of the Gerbe section showing a demagnetisation trend of category C. In this sample, the polarity of the sample cannot be inferred.

The declination, inclination and NRM intensity results are shown in Figure 5. The average inclination of the samples is 62.3°, giving an inferred palaeolatitude of 43.6°, similar to the present latitude of the Aínsa Basin at ~42.2°. The relatively stable palaeolatitude of the area since the Eocene strengthens the reliability of the data.

**Fig. 5.** Stratigraphic log of the composite Aínsa palaeomagnetic section showing polarity, inclination, declination and natural remnant magnetization (NRM) intensity. Declinations have been added to 180° to permit a clearer comparison of northward normal and southward reverse component declinations. All Class A and B sample data are fitted to stratigraphy and inferred polarity reversals. NRM averaged values are 0.588 mA/m. Grey = mudstones; yellow = sandstones, and green = heterolithics (40–60% sandstone).
In the cases where the original sample did not demagnetise to origin, most of the repeats helped to establish the polarity by showing clear demagnetisation trends. Despite this, there are thirty-one locations where none of the samples successfully demagnetised to origin. The polarity of these sites was marked with a red dot in Figure 6 indicating the uncertainty of the polarity at that specific location. Their polarity was inferred by looking at adjacent samples using stratigraphic overlaps when possible. The majority of these unresolved polarity samples were isolated and therefore could not contain a missed true reversal. This study considers a true reversal when more than one sample of different polarity is present compared with those in adjacent stratigraphy. The apparent scarcity of sampling through the upper A-III and M-I units is an artefact of the projection of data into a common stratigraphic framework that harbours large lateral variations in stratigraphic thickness between studied sections. Due to poor outcrop exposure in the Aínsa section, there are some sampling gaps in the younger part of the stratigraphy (Morillo and Guaso systems), which reduce the reliability in the upper part of the Hecho Group. In order to reduce stratigraphic gaps between the Morillo I and Morillo II interfan deposits in the Aínsa section, additional locations (MG 30-33) along the Sieste Stream (Sieste section) were sampled.

Fig. 6. Magnetostratigraphic results for the Aínsa Basin. Three polarity chrons identified as R1, N1 and R2. There are thirty-one sites where the polarity was unable to be determined (red dots). There is a clear consistency in the polarity of the overlapped sections increasing the robustness of the results.

A data table with all sample sites locations and magnetic results is included in Supplementary material 2. Note that the nomenclature for the individual samples not only refers to the collection site, but to the number of the repeats for each site and whether the samples were drilled or hand-collected.
In order to capture as complete a vertical succession as possible, a composite Aínsa Basin stratigraphy was compiled from mainly off-axis stratigraphic sections. The upper Hecho Group sediment thickness was determined from detailed measured sections (Gerbe, Banastón, Aínsa, Morillo and Guaso systems). Many of the sections show some level of overlap which ensured a continuous sampling of the stratigraphy. Where direct thickness measurements were not available they were estimated from the Aínsa Basin geological map (Pickering and Cantalejo, 2015), and converted to stratigraphic thickness using measured dips.

The clear polarity for the majority of the samples (~75%), the consistency in the polarity results of the repeat samples and in the overlapped sections, and the consistent palaeolatitude of the dataset, support the robustness and reliability of the magnetostratigraphic results from this study.

Biostratigraphy

Nannofossil samples were collected alongside those selected for palaeomagnetism analysis within the Gerbe, Labuerda, Boltaña and Forcaz sections that mainly sampled the Gerbe, Banastón and Aínsa systems. The recent biostratigraphic study of Scotchman et al. (2015), which included nannofossils and benthic foraminifera analysis in the Upper Hecho Group, was used to extrapolate the results to the Morillo and Guaso systems that were not sampled in this study. An additional ten samples (Fo1–Fo10) were collected in the Lower Hecho Group that is highly deformed and, therefore, not suitable for palaeomagnetic study, to complete the age model for the entire Hecho Group stratigraphy.

Where possible, samples were collected from unweathered outcrops of marlstones and siltstones, but fine to very fine-grained sandstones were included in areas of poor exposure. Calcareous nannofossils were analysed from sixty-one samples using simple smear slides and standard light microscope techniques (Bown and Young, 1998). Data was collected semi-quantitatively using a Zeiss Axiophot microscope at x1,000 magnification. Species abundances were estimated per field of view (FOV) after looking at least five slide transects (thousands of fields of view). Nannofossils are relatively rare in these clastic sediments and so slides were studied for a minimum of around 45 minutes. Species range charts are presented in Supplementary material 3. Taxonomy follows Nannotax3 (http://www.mikrotax.org/Nannotax3). Biostratigraphy is described with reference to the Paleogene NP zones of Martini (1971) and age calibrations for individual biohorizons are
sourced from Gradstein et al. (2012)/Time Scale Creator 6.1, unless otherwise stated. The term ‘first occurrence’ (FO) is used for the first or stratigraphically lowest occurrence of the species in the section and is assumed to approximate the evolutionary appearance of the species, unless stated otherwise. The term ‘last occurrence’ (LO) is used for the last or stratigraphically highest occurrence of the species in the section and is assumed to approximate the extinction of the species, unless otherwise stated.

Results

Palaeomagnetism results

The results of this magnetostratigraphic study have identified four polarity chronos (from oldest to youngest): reverse-1 (R1), normal-1 (N1), reverse-2 (R2) and normal-2 (N2) (Figure 6).

The position of the reversal R1–N1 is based on two straddling Class B samples (from sites AR2 and AR3), carrying an overprint. Another sample was collected from the AR2 sample site (sample AR2A2A) during subsequent fieldwork shown to be consistent with this reversal. The R1–N1 reversal boundary is located ~70 m below the Gerbe II sandy fan in the interfan deposits between the Gerbe I and Gerbe II fans. The normal-1 (N1) interval is constrained between 30–610 m, from the Ar-3 site to the Lb-51 site. The stratigraphic intervals covered by this chron are the interfan successions of Gerbe I and II fans, and the Banastón I to V sandy fans. Most of the samples were of category A (45 %) and B (39 %). Six samples, all of category B, showed reverse polarity.

The N1–R2 reversal is well constrained by data with at least nine consistent-polarity samples either side of the reversal. The reverse-2 chron starts at 610 m at sample site Lb-52, in the interfan deposits between Banastón V and VI fans and continues throughout the Aínsa and Morillo fans systems until 1,677 m at sample site MG9. The R2 chron contains samples of the Labuerda, Boltaña, Forcaz, Sieste and Aínsa section and samples are ~40% Class A and 32% Class B.

The R2–N2 reversal appears to be just above the M-III fan between sample sites MG9 and MG10 (Aínsa section).
Samples at locations MG9 and MG10 (MG9A4A and MG10A2A) are both Class A (MAD values of 14.3 and 8.4, respectively), and demagnetise to the origin. MG10A2A has been substantially demagnetised with intensity reduced to ~12% of initial NRM intensity; MG9A4A less so at ~50%. Although data within this part of the stratigraphy is generally of lower quality, the reversal is clear at the scale of individual samples. Reverse polarity occurs throughout the Aínsa A-III and Morillo M-II stratigraphic intervals with five samples class A (from sites MG4, MG6 and MG9) of reverse polarity beneath the proposed R2–N2 reversal. Normal polarity is very clear above the M-III fan and in the G-I fan and interfan deposits.

Declinations and inclinations correlated with stratigraphy (Figure 5) convincingly support the N1–R2 reversal and show weak constraint of the lower R1–N1 reversal. The R2–N2 reversal is clearly apparent above 1,600 m with only two normal data points below this height opposing the proposed location of the R2 reverse chron: MG32 and MG2.

Nannofossil results

Nannofossil biostratigraphic data are presented for sixty-one new samples (Supplementary material 3). These samples complement the earlier study of Scotchman et al. (2015), which was based on sixty-seven samples incorporating stratigraphy from the Fosado to the Guaso successions. Almost all of the samples contain nannofossils that are rare to frequent, reflecting dilution of the pelagic signal by clastic sedimentary particles. Nannofossil preservation is moderate to good and the assemblages are reasonably diverse and dominated by reticulofenestrids, especially *Cyclicargolithus*. The zonal marker species are rare but in this stratigraphic interval they are large and highly conspicuous, lending confidence to our age determinations. Although reworking of microfossils frequently occurs in sedimentary basins, we are confident that the Eocene nannofossil taxa recorded here are predominantly *in situ* and indicative of depositional age because the assemblage compositions are coherent and the principal bioevents (the zonal markers) occur in the predicted order over 1000s of metres of section (see also Scotchman et al., 2015). Reworked Cretaceous nannofossils are consistently present in the samples, but are subordinate in abundance to the Eocene taxa. As Scotchman et al. (2015) have already shown, there is some offset between the nannofossil ages and those determined using larger benthic foraminifera (LBF) at the top of the section (Morillo and Guaso systems), with the latter giving slightly younger ages. This is because: (1) the LBFs are transported from shallower environments into this deep-marine basin (i.e., reworked and mixed) and this may modify the age determinations, and (2) the LBF zones are
less well-calibrated to the global magnetostratigraphic timescale. The latter factor is the most likely explanation for the discrepancies seen here.

### Table 1. Summary of main biostratigraphic and magnetostratigraphic events in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratigraphy height (m)</th>
<th>Sample site</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Reversal</th>
<th>Age (Ma)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2860</td>
<td>MG10</td>
<td>Morillo III</td>
<td>C20r/C20n</td>
<td>43.432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1790</td>
<td>LB52</td>
<td>Banastón V</td>
<td>C21n/C20r</td>
<td>45.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>AR3</td>
<td>Gerbe I</td>
<td>C21r/C21n</td>
<td>47.349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratigraphy height (m)</th>
<th>Sample site</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Reversal</th>
<th>Age (Ma)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3230</td>
<td>Scotchman et al. (2015) *</td>
<td>Sobrarbe Delta</td>
<td>LO S. furcat</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2900</td>
<td>Scotchman et al. (2015) *</td>
<td>Morillo III</td>
<td>FO R. umbilicus</td>
<td>43.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2250</td>
<td>Scotchman et al. (2015) *</td>
<td>Aínsa III</td>
<td>LO C. gigas</td>
<td>44.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Scotchman et al. (2015) *</td>
<td>Aínsa I</td>
<td>FO S.</td>
<td>45.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratigraphy height (m)</th>
<th>Sample site</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Reversal</th>
<th>Age (Ma)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>BO 3</td>
<td>Banastón VI</td>
<td>FO C. gigas</td>
<td>45.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>LB21</td>
<td>Banastón I-II</td>
<td>LO B. inflatus</td>
<td>46.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>AR 4</td>
<td>Gerbe I</td>
<td>FO B. inflatus</td>
<td>47.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>AR 1</td>
<td>Gerbe I</td>
<td>FO B. piriformis</td>
<td>47.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1200</td>
<td>N5-N3</td>
<td>Fosado/Los Molinos</td>
<td>No T. orthostylus</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Integrates results from Scotchman et al. (2015) *

The nannofossiliferous samples studied here from the Upper Hecho Group range from Subzone NP14b (Lutetian) in the Gerbe System (Arro Section) to Subzone NP15b (Lutetian) at the top of the Aínsa System (Forcaz Section). The key, age-diagnostic marker species are *Blackites inflatus*, *Blackites piriformis* and *Coccolithus gigas* (Table 1) but a range of additional taxa support these subzonal assignments (e.g., *Lanternithus minutus*, *Pemma spp.*, *Nannotetrina cristata*, *Sphenolithus furcatolithoides*, *S. spiniger*). Images of individual nannofossil marker taxa are shown in Figure 7. The nannofossiliferous samples from the Lower Hecho samples range from Zone NP13 (Ypresian) in the Fosado System to Subzone NP14a (Ypresian) in the Arro System. The key, age-diagnostic species are *Blackites inversus*, *Chiphragmolithus acanthodes*, *Discoaster kuepperi*, *D. lodoensis*, *D. sublodoensis*, *Lanternithus minutus* and *Pemma spp.* (Table 1).
Fig. 7. Illustration of key calcareous nanofossil index species identified in the biostratigraphic samples. The letter next to the species indicate the sample location (Ar = Arro, Lg = Labuerda, Bo = Boltaña, N = lowest Hecho Group – (Fosado, Los Molinos). Scale is consistent in all samples.

Our new data are consistent with the previous work of Scotchman et al. (2015) despite the inclusion of new sections from different depositional settings within the basin. This further supports the recorded biohorizons being reliable indicators of the depositional age of the sediments.

Proposed age model

Using primarily key nanofossils markers from our biostratigraphic analysis, we have assigned the palaeomagnetic reversals identified in this study to the global palaeomagnetic time scale to construct a revised age model for the Aínsa Basin (Figure 8). This figure shows an integrated framework where we include previous biostratigraphic and palaeomagnetic work undertaken in the basin.
Fig. 8. Chronostratigraphy of the Aínsa Basin and comparisons with previous studies. Yellow = sandbodies; blue = mudstones/marlstones; green = heterolithics (40–60% sandstone); steel grey = MTDs/MTCs. The stratigraphic log is a composite from sections dominated by finer-
grained, muddy sediments where most of our palaeomagnetism and biostratigraphic work was undertaken. Biostratigraphy is described with reference to the Paleogene NP zones of Martini (1971) and age calibrations for individual biohorizons are sourced from Gradstein et al. (2012)/Time Scale Creator 6.1, unless stated otherwise. The term ‘first occurrence’ (FO) is used for the first or stratigraphically lowest occurrence of the species in the section and is assumed to approximate the evolutionary appearance of the species, unless stated otherwise. The term ‘last occurrence’ (LO) is used for the last or stratigraphically highest occurrence of the species in the section and is assumed to approximate the extinction of the species, unless stated otherwise.

Within this biostratigraphic framework, the best possible correlation to the palaeomagnetic scale is by associating the R1-N1 reversal identified in the interfan deposits between the Gerbe I and Gerbe II fan sandbodies to the C21r/C21n (47.349 Ma) magnetic reversal; the N1-R2 reversal identified during the deposition of the interfan deposits between Banastón V and VI sandbodies to the C21n/C20r polarity reversal (45.724 Ma) and the R2-N2 reversal just above the Morillo III Fan sandbody to the C20r–C20n reversal (43.432 Ma).

An alternative scenario, in which we shift the identified reversals to a younger part of the stratigraphy and therefore the R1-N1; N1-R2 and R2-N2 reversals become the C20r/C20n, C20n/C19r and C19r–C19n respectively, produces a significant time offset with our key nannofossils markers (Supplementary material 4). For example, FO B. inflatus a key marker at 47.84 Ma identified in sample AR4 within the Gerbe system produces a large time offset (~4 Myr) if we associate the R1/N1 reversal also found in the Gerbe system to the C20r/C20n reversal (43.432 Ma). In addition, the short time duration of the C19 chron would then result in unrealistically high SARs during the deposition of the Aínsa, Morillo and Guaso systems which is inconsistent with previous publications (Cantalejo and Pickering, 2015). Similar problems are found when shifting the identified reversals to an older part of the stratigraphy, which is inconsistent within our biostratigraphy framework and with previous published work (i.e., Bentham and Burbank, 1996; Dreyer et al. 1999; Mochales et al. 2012a; Muñoz et al. 2013).

There appears to be a remarkably linear trend between age and sediment thickness (Figure 8), showing that SARs in the basin were relatively constant during the infill of the basin. The average SAR for the entire Aínsa Basin deep-marine sediments is ~39 cm/kyr, but likely to vary laterally and vertically at finer-scale resolutions across the systems due to changing
lithologies of siltstone-prone interfan sections, sand-prone sandy SGF deposits (fans) and MTDs/MTCs. The SARs variation at finer scales is analysed and discussed in Cantalejo et al., in review).

**Discussion**

The age of the older part of the Lower Hecho Group (Fosado and Los Molinos systems) is poorly constrained due to the severe tectonic deformation with numerous thrusts that likely duplicate and/or excise stratigraphy (Millington and Clark, 1995; Castelltort et al., 2017); there are also many MTDs/MTCs. In the ten additional samples collected for biostratigraphy (FO-1 to FO10), the absence of the key nannofossil marker *T. orthostylus* suggests that the Lower Hecho Group is younger than 50.5 Ma. At the base of the Fosado system, the Atiart unconformity, an erosional surface interpreted as a submarine canyon (cf. Clark et al., 2017), is dated as 50.2 Ma (Payros et al., 2009) based on planktonic foraminifera data. This surface cuts into the shallow-marine sediments of the Castigaleu Formation and is overlain by deep-marine mudstones and thin-bedded sediment gravity-flow deposits that accumulated with the rapidly deepening Aínsa Basin. Castelltort et al. (2017) consider a maximum possible age of 50.5 Ma given the presence of Zone NP13 nannoplankton in the time-equivalent Castissent Formation (Tosquella, 1995), and the identification of Chron C22r (base at 50.63 Ma) immediately below the Castissent Formation (Bentham and Burbank, 1996).

In the Arro System, detailed mapping by Millington and Clark (1995) linked the erosional surface of the Charo Canyon to the Arro deep-marine depositional system (sandy submarine fan). Biostratigraphic studies undertaken on the infill of the canyon have identified the presence of nannofossil Subzone NP15a (correlative with Chron C21n) (Payros et al., 2009). The study of Scotchman et al. (2015) suggested that the deposition of the Arro system occurred much earlier, within nannofossil Zone NP13 (correlative with Chron C22r–C22n). The C21r–C21n magnetic-reversal found within the Gerbe System succession (this study) suggests that the timing of deposition of the Arro System is more likely to have occurred within chron C21r and C22n, supported by our new nannofossil data that places the Arro System at ~48.5 Ma (this study).

A limited palaeomagnetic study of parts of the Lower Hecho Group by Poyatos-Moré (2014) identified chron C22 and C21 in the Lascorz/La Nata area. This study proposed that the base of the Charo-2/Lascorz unconformity (top of the Castissent sequence), defining the base of the Charo Canyon (and overlain by the Santa Siestra sequence; cf. Payros et al. 2009), is
approximately at the base of chron C21n (in agreement with the Ésera River section palaeomagnetic study by Bentham and Burbank (1996). These results are consistent with this study.

Castelltort et al. (2017) used the bulk $\delta^{13}$C signals, correlated with the coeval eustatic curve from the New Jersey (USA) passive margin based on the backstripped curves of Miller et al. (2005), in an attempt to provide an independent record of global sea-level changes for the Arro, Gerbe and lower Banastón systems (first presented in a pilot study for the Aínsa Basin by Das Gupta, 2008, figs 6.2, 6.4). In the Castelltort et al. (2017) study, the Arro System (Arro I and II fans) accumulated in Chron C22r, placing this system in an older part of the timescale than our estimates that place the Arro System in Chron C21r.

In the Gerbe System, a major erosional unconformity (named the Lascorz Canyon) has been linked to submarine fan deposits (Mutti et al., 1985). The Gerbe System of Mutti et al. (1985) has been correlated with the Castissent Group dated within Chron C21n, where, on the western limb of the Mediano Anticline, ~ 200 m of stratigraphy accumulated below the Lascorz unconformity within C21n (Holl and Anastasio, 1993). Using the sediment accumulation rate of 30 cm/kyr (Scotchman et al., 2015), Clark et al. (2017) estimated that this corresponds to a minimum of ~ 600 kyr, leading to their placing the Lascorz unconformity 600 m above the base of chron C21n. Payros et al. (2009) used microfossils to assign the Lascorz unconformity to shallow benthic zone SBZ13 and nannofossil subzone CP12b/NP14a. Using the time scale of Gradstein et al. (2012), Clark et al. (2017) placed the timing of the Lascorz unconformity as between 46.8–46.4 Ma. Our study shows that the Gerbe System was deposited within chron C21r–C21n with the polarity reversal at ~50–100 m above the initiation of the Gerbe System. Most of the Gerbe System therefore falls within Chron C21n.

The Banastón System occurs within chron C21n with the C21n–C20r polarity reversal identified between the Banastón V and VI interfan deposits. The deep-marine Banastón System has been linked to the Formigales Canyon located at the eastern edge of the Aínsa Basin (Mutti et al., 1985). This canyon erodes underlying deltaic sediments of the Capella Formation that has been dated within chron C21n and C20r (Cuevas-Gonzalo, 1989; Bentham and Burbank, 1996). The results from this study support the interpretation that the
Formigales Canyon was probably active during the deposition of the Aínsa and Morillo systems.

Our age dating for the Aínsa System differs with that of Remacha et al. (2003) who proposed a younger depositional age within foraminifera zones P12–P13 (~nannofossil zone NP16). Recent biostratigraphic studies by Scotchman et al. (2015) suggest that deposition of the Aínsa System occurred within nannofossil zone NP15 (broadly in agreement with Pickering and Corregidor, 2005) and shallow benthic zone SBZ13, correlative with Chron C20r. Our magnetostratigraphic work shows reverse polarity throughout the Aínsa system. Scotchman et al. (2015) inferred the C21n–C20r magnetic reversal to be at the base of the Aínsa System; however, we show that the reversal occurred slightly lower in the stratigraphy within the Banastón V and VI interfan deposits, suggesting that the sediments of the Aínsa System are younger by ~1 Myr than that of Remacha et al. (2003). Our revised age estimates place the deposition of the Aínsa System at ~45–44 Ma, between the estimations of Pickering and Corregidor (2005) and Remacha et al. (2003). Thus, the persistent reverse polarity of the Aínsa system together with the position of the first occurrences of the nannofossils S. furcatolithoide and C. gigas first identified by Scotchman et al. (2015), supported by our new biostratigraphic analysis here, place the Aínsa System within Chron C20r.

The Morillo System is characterised by reverse polarity (C20r) with the C20r–C20n polarity reversal at 43.432 Ma, located just above the Morillo III Fan sandbody. Scotchman et al. (2015) dated the Morillo System as within nannofossil zone NP15–NP16 and shallow benthic foraminifera zone SBZ14–SBZ15 or 43.2–44.24 Ma. Mochales et al. (2012a) estimated the end of the Morillo System at 43.2 Ma.

The top of the Guaso System represents the termination of the deep-marine deposition and the beginning of the deposition of deltaics and fluvial deposits of the Sobrarbe and Escanilla formations within the Aínsa Basin. The initiation of the Guaso System appears to have been at ~43.23 Ma (Pickering and Corregidor, 2005; Scotchman et al., 2015). The cessation of the deep-marine sedimentation has been estimated to be between 41.6–42.3 Ma in SBZ15 and at the top of Chron C20n (Bentham and Burbank, 1996; Dreyer et al., 1999; Mochales et al., 2012a). Scotchman et al. (2015) suggested the top of the Guaso System to be a dark-shale anoxic horizon estimated at 42.55 Ma. In our proposed age model for the Aínsa Basin this prominent basin-wide m-scale black mudstone/claystone, unique to the basin, and that we have mapped above the youngest sandbody in the Guaso System, and immediately below the
Sobrarbe deltaic system, is dated at ~41.5 Ma. This same band was called the "Anoxic Level" by Mochales et al. (2012a) and dated at ~41.6 Ma (also noted in Scotchman et al., 2015). This ~3-m thick dark mudstone unit is likely to be the ~30-kyr Late Lutetian Thermal Maximum (LLTM) that is recognised as a global transient warming event, dated from Atlantic deep-sea cores at 41.52 Ma by Westerhold et al. (2018). Time-series analysis of the mudrocks in the Aínsa Basin indicate sediment accumulation rates of ~30 cm/kyr (Cantalejo and Pickering, 2015), consistent with the thickness of the dark mudstone/claystone as the LLTM.

The age of termination of the deep-marine sedimentation of the Hecho Group with Remacha et al. (2003) is ~41 Ma in the Jaca Basin and Scotchman et al. (2015) estimated it at ~42 Ma in the Ainsa Basin. Here we have shown that the sediments of the Gerbe, Banastón and Ainsa system sediments are ~1 Myr younger than the age model proposed by Scotchman et al. (2015). If this relationship is maintained throughout the younger systems, then the termination of the Hecho Group deposition would be coeval in both basins at ~41 Ma.

Synsedimentary basin rotation

We interpret smearing of normal polarity data to result from a change in declination during chron C21n, C20r and C20n (Figure 9), offsetting Chron C20n to the west relative to the earlier C21n. This shows that the basin was rotating during deposition of the Hecho Group sediments (Figure 10).

Fig. 9. (a). Magnetic Directions ChronMeans. Stereonets to show tilt-corrected amalgamated Class A data chron mean directions (Super-IAPD2000: Torsvik et al. 2000). (a) shows true mean directions whereas in (b) Chron C20r has been inverted so all directions are of normal
polarity, allowing comparison. The GPTS according to Gradstein et al. (2012) is included to allow reference of relative chron positions.

**Fig. 10.** Cartoon to schematically conceptualize synsedimentary basinal rotation: grey rectangles show general sampling region rotation; circles represent N-up stereonets and black/white dots, acquired normal/reverse polarity means respectively; blue arrows show polarity reversal axis. Chron C21n-age sediments are deposited during fast rotation rates, the Earth’s magnetic field reverses and Chron C20r-age sediments form during slower rotation of the basin, the field reverses back to normal polarity but due to rotation Chron C20n-aged sediments possess declinations more westerly than those of Chron C21n. This results in smearing of normal polarity directions.

From palaeomagnetic analyses, Muñoz et al. (2013) deduced synsedimentary clockwise rotation of the Aínsa Basin of decreasing magnitude throughout the Lutetian: rotations on the Mediano Anticline decreased from 58–80° to 15–35° (lower to upper Lutetian). Our minimum estimation for rotation during Chron C20r (45.724–43.432 Ma, 2.3 Ma duration) is 36° clockwise (Figure 11).
Palaeomagnetic studies from the Boltaña Anticline suggest a clockwise rotation of ~52° during Ypresian to Priabonian time (Mochales, 2010, 2012b). Rotation velocities fit a logarithmic model and show a low rate during the Ypresian–middle Lutetian interval (~1°/Myr) and much higher rates (up to 10°/Myr) in the late Lutetian–Priabonian interval. Thus, the most rapid and largest rotations appear to have occurred during deposition of the youngest deep-marine sediments of the basin and into the deltaic deposition of the Sobrarbe Formation (~42 Ma) and fluvial deposition of the Escanilla Formation (~35 Ma). The rotation was likely linked to movement along the base of the Gavarnie thrust sheet detached at lower Triassic Keuper evaporites below the Tethyan carbonates (Farrell et al., 1987; Muñoz, 1992; Teixell, 1996).

Such large rotations of the Gavarnie thrust sheet from early Lutetian to late Bartonian suggest that the Aínsa Basin was already a thrust-top basin and that subsidence cycles were driven by more complex tectonic mechanisms than simple repeated phases of flexural loading (e.g., “seesaw tectonics” of Pickering and Bayliss, 2009), at least for the Upper Hecho Group.
Stratigraphic correlations with the flanks of the Aínsa Basin

The age model presented in this study allows us to correlate the deep-marine stratigraphy of the basin with the stratigraphy at the flanks of the basin where Mochales et al. (2012a) and Holl and Anastasio (1993) completed a palaeomagnetic study in the western and eastern flanks, respectively.

The magnetostratigraphic study by Mochales et al. (2012a) sampled ~2.4 km of Cenozoic sediments cropping out around the Boltaña Anticline. The lateral equivalents of the deep-marine deposits of the Hecho Group are the shallow-marine deposits of the Boltaña (Barnolas et al., 1991) and the San Vicente formations (Van Lunsen, 1970). These formations are well represented in the Coscollar section, located on the eastern limb of the Boltaña Anticline. Figure 12 compares the magnetostratigraphic results of Mochales et al. (2012a) and this study. The lower part of the Upper Hecho Group (Gerbe, Banastón and Aínsa systems) appear to correlate with the Paules Member of the San Vicente Formation, while the Morillo and Guaso systems are likely to correlate with La Patra Member.
Fig. 12. Magnetostratigraphic correlation between Mochales et al. (2012a) and this study. Simplified stratigraphy of the Boltaña Anticline from Mochales et al. (2012).

SARs at the flank of the basin estimated by Mochales et al. (2012a) are in the order of 2–5 cm/kyr, whilst the SARs in the Aínsa Basin for the same interval are estimated to be ~39 cm/kyr (this study). The order of magnitude difference in SARs between the flanks of the basin and the main basin depocentre suggests that the flanks were actively growing during the deposition of the deep-marine Hecho Group.

The upper part of the Paules Member shows a significant increase in SARs from 2–5 cm/kyr to ~18 cm/kyr (Mochales et al., 2012a). Facies interpretation suggests that the Upper Paules Member is a progradational sequence (De Federico, 1981; Mochales et al., 2012a), reflecting a fall in relative sea level. In the Aínsa Basin, this interval correlates with the deposition of the Aínsa and Morillo systems which show increased structural confinement in relation to previous deep-marine systems (Pickering and Corregidor, 2005; Bayliss and Pickering, 2015a, 2015b). During this time, the basin was incorporated into the hangingwall of the Gavarnie-Sierras Exteriores Thrust (Muñoz et al., 1998; Dreyer et al., 1999; Fernández et al., 2004; Fernández et al., 2012) and as a result, the Boltaña and Mediano anticlines underwent a period of growth (Fernandez et al., 2012), which probably resulted in a progradational sequence in the Boltaña area and an increase in confinement of the deep-marine basin (Bayliss and Pickering, 2015a, 2015b). The palaeomagnetic study of Holl and Anastasio (1993) was undertaken on syn-orogenic strata in the areas surrounding the Mediano Anticline, located on the eastern edge of the Aínsa Basin. Sediment gravity flow deposits (mainly turbidites) and mudstones are exposed at the flanks of the anticline and show angular unconformities caused by times when structural growth outpaced sedimentation rate. The stratigraphic formations sampled in the study include the Castissent Group, the Santa Liestra Group and the lower part of the Campodarbe Group (after Mutti et al., 1988). Although, the study presents data from both limbs of the Mediano Anticline, only the western limb is shown in Figure 13.
Fig. 13. Magnetostratigraphic correlation between Holl and Anastasio (1993) and this study. The Castissent Group have the same age as the Gerbe and Banastón deep-marine systems. The upper part of the Upper Hecho Group (Aínsa, Morillo and Guaso systems) can be correlated with the Santa Liestra Group.

Correlations between the study of Holl and Anastasio (1993) and this study suggest that the Gerbe and part of the Banastón System (probably BI–BIII) are coeval with the Castissent Group cropping out at the Mediano Anticline (Figure 13). The Santa Liestra Group includes the sediments equivalent to the Aínsa, Morillo and Guaso systems.

Correlations between the Jaca and the Aínsa basins
Correlations between the Aínsa and the more distal Jaca basins have proven to be difficult with palaeomagnetic and biostratigraphic studies showing conflicting results. The palaeomagnetic study undertaken by Oms et al. (2003) sampled the deep-marine clastics of the Hecho Group in the Jaca Basin. The study covered a ~2.2 km thick composite section and used previous biostratigraphic work by Labaume et al. (1985), Canudo and Molina (1988), and Payros et al. (1999), to constrain their magnetostratigraphic results, although some of these studies have shown inconsistent correlations. The lower part of the section sampled the Santa Liestra Allogroup (Cotefablo SGF deposits). These sediments are overlain by the Banastón Allogroup which includes deep-marine clastic depositional systems and carbonate megabreccias (originally referred to as "megaturbidites", but that we would now call "concentrated density-flow deposits" and "cohesive-flow deposits" in the classification scheme of Pickering and Hiscott, 2016). The upper part of the section is characterised by channelised SGF deposits (Rapitán System of Remacha et al., 1995), followed by prodelta deposits (Larres marls Formation) and platform deposits (Sabiñánigo sandstone Formation) (Puigdefábregas, 1975) (Figure 14).
Fig. 14. Magnetostratigraphic correlation between Oms et al. (2003) and this study. Sedimentary logs reproduced after Remacha et al. (2003). Slashed lines show a possible correlation between the interpreted magnetostratigraphic data of Oms et al. (2003) and this study. The R1 interval of Oms et al. (2003) originally assigned to Chron C20n is now reinterpreted to C21n.

Oms et al. (2003) suggested that the reversed polarity observed in the lower "Cotefablo Allogroup", in agreement with biostratigraphy, can be associated with Chron C20r. This would suggest a correlation with the uppermost part of the Banastón System (Banastón VI Fan sandbody) and the Aínsa System (Figure 15). This correlation is not consistent with interbasinal correlations based on biostratigraphic and petrographic studies.
Fig. 15. Magnetostratigraphic correlation between Bentham and Burbank (1996) and this study. The Gerbe System is coeval with the Perarrua Formation and the Banastón and the Aínsa systems are coeval with the sediments of the Capella Formation. The Morillo and Guaso systems are likely to be coeval with the conglomeratic units of the Pano Formation.

The “Banastón Allogroup” has been correlated with the Banastón System using petrographic comparisons (Das Gupta and Pickering, 2008; Caja et al., 2010). Also, Payros et al. (1999) and Labaume et al. (1985) identified planktonic foraminiferal Zone P9 in the Megaturbidite 4 (MT-4), implying that MT-5 occurred within Chron C20r. If correct, this would suggest that the Cotefablo Allogroup is associated with Chron C21r instead of Chron C20r (a possibility also considered by Oms et al., 2003). Remacha et al. (2003) place the initiation of the Banastón Allogroup close to the polarity reversal between C21r–C21n with most of the Banastón Allogroup placed within Chron C21n.

Clark et al. (2017) proposed correlations between the Aínsa and Jaca basins based on bed correlations and field mapping. They proposed that the MT-4 carbonate "megaturbidite" in the Jaca Basin can be traced into the youngest part of the Morillo System in the Aínsa Basin. This led the authors to correlate the Cotefablo System above the MT-4 to the base of the Guaso System. This correlation is clearly irreconcilable with our age model that correlates the Cotefablo System in the Jaca Basin with the Morillo System in the Aínsa Basin.

Field mapping correlations are problematic across the Boltaña Anticline, which was an actively growing and rotating during deep-marine sediment accumulation in the Aínsa and Jaca basins (Pickering and Corregidor, 2005; Mochales et al. 2012a,b). This is particularly true for the Upper Hecho Group, including during the deposition of the Morillo and Guaso systems. Syn-depositional growth of the Boltaña Anticline has led to many beds showing pinch-out relationships onto the Boltaña topographic high consisting of older carbonates, and mixed carbonates and siliciclastics, thereby increasing the uncertainty in any physical correlation across the anticline for these younger systems (i.e., the Upper Hecho Group). The Lower Hecho Group is not present in the western part of the Aínsa Basin, meaning that in the order of 3-4 million years of stratigraphy is absent due to non-deposition or as very condensed sections on the flanks of the Boltaña Anticline, and/or gravitational sliding and slumping (Pickering and Corregidor, 2005; Mochales et al., 2012a). Relatively narrow sediment pathways created connections between both the Aínsa and Jaca basins, but exposure is limited and too discontinuous to allow for accurate mapping and correlation. Post-
depositional uplift of the Boltaña Anticline has removed beds that might have been deposited in this telecommunication. Establishing reliable correlations using MTDs as key horizons is complicated by the fact that it is likely that multiple local failure events occurred along the flanks of the Boltaña Anticline during its growth and rotation. Many MTDs occur around the village of Castellazo, and in the Rio Sieste (Morillo System), cited by Clark et al. (2017) as key locations for correlating MT-4 (MTD or MTDs) from the Jaca to Aínsa basins (see Supplementary material 5). We suspect that these MTDs, although below the Guaso System and apparently coeval with the carbonate MTD/MTC in the upper Morillo System, may have been deposited during separate slope-failure events that have amalgamated or created shingled depositional events that superficially appear as a single and continuous event.

Figure 14 shows our stratigraphic correlations between the Aínsa and Jaca basins, using the palaeomagnetic study from the Jaca Basin-fill of Oms et al. (2003) and the magneto- and biostratigraphy in this study.

**Correlations between the Tremp and Aínsa basins**

The two most important chronostratigraphic studies undertaken in the Tremp Basin are the study by Nijman (1998) based on sequence stratigraphic correlations and the study by Bentham and Burbank (1996) which included extensive magnetostratigraphic work.

The deep-marine sediments of the Aínsa Basin were sourced from a large fluvio-deltaic complex which entered the Tremp-Ager Basin from the east forming the Montañana Group (Mutti et al., 1985; Marzo et al., 1988). Nijman (1998) divided the Montañana Group into the Lower Montañana (LM), Middle Montañana (MM) and Upper Montañana (UM) groups. The Lower Montañana Group (Castigaleu Formation) can be subdivided into two megasequences (LLM and ULM) and this group is characterised by trunk river sheet sandstone facies (Nijman, 1998). The Middle Montañana (Castissent Formation) only contains one megasequence. This group is characterised by amalgamated sheet sandstones typical of the main channel fluvial feeders. The Upper Montañana Group is subdivided into five megasequences (UMA-UME) and contains the Capella and the Perarrua formations.

Three main fan-delta systems were active during the accumulation of the Hecho Group SGF deposits, namely the Claramunt, San Esteban and Campanúe fans (Nijman, 1998). These fans are composed of coarse-grained sandstones and conglomerates (Puigdefábregas et al., 1992;
The San Esteban Fan was active during the initiation of the Montañana Group and prograded significantly into the Middle Montañana Castissent fluvial environment. This fan continued its activity during the lower part of the Upper Montañana. The Campanué Fan dominated the base of the UMB megasequence.

The study undertaken by Bentham and Burbank (1996) used magnetostratigraphy in four related sections that encompass ~8 km of strata with a total of 300 magnetic sampling sites in the Tremp-Ager and the Aínsa basins. These authors only differentiated the deep-marine sediments of the Hecho Group from the overlying deltaics of the Sobrarbe Formation, and did not attempt to break down the Hecho Group into the different deep-marine systems. As a consequence, the correlations established between these two basins are broad scale and cannot resolve the age uncertainties of the individual systems (Figure 15). Their data suggest that the Gerbe System correlates with the Perarrúa Formation in the Upper Montañana Group, and that the older systems Los Molinos, Fosado and Arro correspond with the Middle Montañana Castissent Formation and probably the upper part of the Lower Montañana Group. The Banastón and the Aínsa systems appear coeval with the sediments of the Capella Formation in the Upper Montañana Group, and the Morillo and Guaso systems are likely to correlate with the conglomeratic units of the Pano Formation (Figure 15).

Figure 16 shows a summary of all the multiple biostratigraphic and/or magnetostratigraphic age model studies conducted in the Tremp, Aínsa and Jaca basins. Many of these studies have been discussed in detail in this manuscript. The figure also highlights the lack of consensus in the nomenclature of the different formations which poses a problem when trying to establish correlations between the different studies.
**Fig. 16.** Summary of chronostratigraphic work undertaken in the Jaca, Aínsa and Tremp basins showing inter-basin correlations. Results from this study are highlighted in yellow. Modified after Scotchman et al. (2015).

**Conclusions**

This paper presents the first magnetostratigraphic study of the deep-marine sediments of the Upper Hecho Group in the Aínsa Basin, including most of the Gerbe System and the Banastón, Aínsa, Morillo, and part of the lower Guaso, systems. We identified four main polarity chrons: R1, N1, R2 and N2 that we have interpreted as chrons C21r, C21n, C20r and C20n, using primarily nannofossil biostratigraphy. These correlations suggest that the sediments are ~1 Myr younger than the age model of Scotchman et al. (2015). The SARs during the deposition of the Upper Hecho Group average ~39 cm/kyr. Results from this study have been compared with the magnetostratigraphic studies carried out by Mochales et al. (2012a, b), and Holl and Anastasio (1993) along the margins of the Aínsa Basin, in the Boltaña and in the Mediano anticlines, respectively. In the Boltaña Anticline, the shallow-marine retrogressive sequence of the lower part of the Paules Member has been linked with the deposition of the Gerbe and the Banastón systems whilst the progradational sequence of the upper part of the Paules Member is correlated with the deposition of the Aínsa and Morillo systems. Comparisons with the study of Holl and Anastasio (1993) in the Mediano Anticline suggest the Gerbe and part of the Banastón systems (probably BI–BIII fans) are coeval with the Castissent Group and that the Aínsa, Morillo and Guaso systems are of a similar age as the Santa Liestra Group. A re-assignment of the chrons, as suggested in Clark et al. (2017), would be inconsistent with the published palaeomagnetic work of Bentham and Burbank (1996), Dreyer et al. (1999), Remacha et al. (2003), Mochales et al. (2012a), and of Muñoz et al. (2013, fig. 4). It would also make the Sobrarbe deltaic system Bartonian in age rather than Lutetian.

Our palaeomagnetic study shows a minimum 36° clockwise rotation of the Aínsa Basin during Chron C20r (~45.724–43.432 Ma, ~2.3 Ma duration), i.e., during deposition of the Hecho Group. Palaeomagnetic studies of the Gavarnie thrust sheet in the Aínsa Basin area suggest regional clockwise rotations of up to 80° in sediments of Lower Eocene age (Muñoz et al., 2013); the amount of rotation decreases with age. Rotation in the Aínsa Basin area was coeval with the growth and tightening of the Mediano, Añisclo and Boltaña anticlines, and
with the growth of extensional faults in the Montsec thrust sheet (ibid.). Such growth structures during deposition of the deep-marine sediments show the importance of synsedimentary tectonics in controlling basin configuration both prior to, and during, deposition.
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**Figure captions**
Supplementary materials

Supplementary material 1. Field photographs of the sampled sections.

Supplementary material 2. Natural remnant magnetism (NRM) measured on 415 samples of siltstones and very fine-grained sandstone turbidites from the Ainsa Basin.

Supplementary material 3. Species range charts used in this study. Taxonomy follows Nannotax (http://www.mikrotax.org/Nannotax3).

Supplementary material 4. Alternative age-model scenario, with shift of the identified magnetic reversals to a younger part of the stratigraphy. The R1-N1; N1-R2 and R2-N2 reversals become the C20r/C20n, C20n/C19r and C19r–C19n, respectively. This produces a significant time offset with our key nannofossils markers and is, therefore, problematic.

Supplementary material 5. Multiple stacked MTDs around the village of Castellazo (A), and in the Rio Sieste (Morillo System) (B), cited by Clark et al. (2017) as key locations for correlating the so-called megaturbidite "MT-4" (MTD or MTDs following the terminology in Pickering and Hiscott, 2016) from the Jaca to Aínsa basins.